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NOTES & COMMENTS
The Visual Artists Rights Act and Its Application
to Graffiti Murals: Whose Wall Is It Anyway?
John Sol' is a talented graffiti artist who specializes in creating
murals.2 John is highly acclaimed and touted by the art world as
"the next Keith Haring."3 He believes that as a producer of public
art, he shares his creativity with his community by producing murals
on buildings. Through his art, John hopes "to educate the public
that murals (regardless of the medium used) beautify and benefit
business, give youths a forum for expressing creative ideas, alter
some misconceptions about aerosol [graffiti] muralists, and to pro-
mote the idea that public art should be controlled by the people in
the community rather than face censorship of social concepts issues
at the hands of the government."4
John almost always obtains permission from building owners
when he wishes to use a building wall as the canvas for his art. Five
years ago, in 1995,John worked tirelessly on a mural in his commu-
nity on the facade of an abandoned neighborhood building. Al-
though John attempted to find out who owned the building, the
county's records office revealed no record for the site. Nonethe-
less, John proceeded to create the mural, which contained a mes-
I John Sol is an invented character in a hypothetical designed to illustrate
the problems faced by graffiti muralists in a seeking protection under the Visual
Artists Rights Act. The Sol hypothetical draws upon elements of cases cited
throughout this Note. I would like to credit Brett Sirota with the idea for using a
hypothetical to explain the applicability of the Visual Artists Rights Act. Brett
Sirota aptly allegorized the problems of applicability in his article, The Visual Art-
ists Rights Act: Federal Versus State Moral Rights, 21 HOFSTRA L. REV. 461, 461-
463 (1992).
2 A mural is defined by Webster's DictionaryT as "a picture, especially a
large one, painted directly on a wall." See e.g., http://www.websters.com/search?q=
mural (last visited Apr. 15, 2002).
3 Keith Haring was a famous 1980's New York City artist who specialized in
graffiti art and gained worldwide acclaim. See John Gruen, Keith Haring, available
at http://www/haringlcom/keith/profile/index/html (last visited Apr. 15, 2002).
4 See http://www.sparcmurals.com/graffiti/graffl.html. Sol's belief is the
purpose statement of the Social and Public Art Resource Center. SPARC seeks to
preserve and encourage public art/murals which have been legally produced or
completed on property with no objection because the property was abandoned or
the owner never pursued criminal or civil charges.
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sage of the importance of education and the need to "Say No To
Drugs." The entire community supportedJohn's work and the mu-
ral received great acclaim in the press. As one of John's earlier
works, it provides a vehicle to observe his progression as an artist.
Recently, his community government designated the building as a
part of a reurbanization zone and developed plans to tear it down.
The local government has refused to preserve the mural and has
threatened to press charges against John for vandalism because
they believe the mural is graffiti and has no stature as a piece of art.
The community government has notably remained silent as to its
willingness to remove the work. John is seeking assistance from an
attorney to assist him with a claim under the Visual Artists Rights
Act ("VARA" or "the Act") 5 and the local art preservation laws, to
protect his right against destruction of his artwork. In order for
John to pursue a claim under VARA, he must overcome the re-
quirements of the mural being a "piece of visual art," of "recog-
nized stature," and within VARA's 2 year time applicability. 6
WhetherJohn's claim isjusticiable hinges upon if he can fulfill the
"work of recognized stature" requirement. As John's work is a piece
of graffiti, this will pose a problem for him.
I. INTRODUCTION
This Note will examine the requirements, specifically that of
"recognized stature," set forth by the Visual Artists Rights Act and
the obstacles they pose to graffiti muralists. As "recognized stature"
is one of the threshold requirements for coverage under the federal
act, the paper will focus primarily on federal cases; state protection
laws will be discussed only incidentally. In addition, the Note will
explore the legal problems faced in granting protection to artists'
works vis a vis the property rights of building owners and what rem-
edies are granted by courts. Finally, the Note aims to expose the
limitations of the Visual Artists Rights Act's protection of non-
traditional art forms through the imposition of the "recognized stat-
ure" requirement.
It will be difficult for John to preyail in a VARA suit because
the Act has stringent requirements concerning the types of art pro-
tected and the public legal perception of graffiti art could pose a
5 17 U.S.C. §§ 101, 106A, 113, 301 (1991).
6 17 U.S.C. §§ 101, 106A (1991).
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serious problem. While his graffiti mural certainly would qualify as
a work of "visual art," it will be difficult for it to be considered of
"recognized stature" because of the public perception of graffiti.
His claim would likely succeed under several state conservation
laws, including the courts of California, for reasons discussed
below. 7
II INTRODUCTION To THE VISUAL ARTISTS RIGHTS ACT OF
1990- EUROPEAN -HISTORY AND
AMERICAN ACCEPTANCE
If art is to nourish the roots of our culture, society must set the art-
ist free to follow his vision wherever it takes him.
-John Fitzgerald Kennedy8
In 1990, the United States Congress enacted the Visual Artists
Rights Act ("VARA" or "the Act"), which created federal statu-
tory moral rights for visual artists as an extension of the United
States Copyright Act.9 Largely based on existing state law and the
European notions of droit moral, VARA provides a visual artist
with the rights of integrity and attribution ° and thus "recognizes a
public interest in the encouragement of artists to work and in the
preservation of their work once created."' 1
7 Recent news stories from the media, especially in California cities such as
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and North Hollywood, indicate the destruction of
graffiti murals is often local government's solution without any regard for the
moral rights of the artists who created them or the community who support the
artwork. For articles see http://www.specmurals.com/graffiti/manl.html. Two ex-
amples are Willie Herron's "Building Cracked Open" in Los Angeles (which was
whitewashed) and Chuy Campusano and Elias Rocha's abstract Lilli Anne mural.
See Brooke Oliver, Walls Come Tumblin' Down: Balancing Muralists' Intellectual
Property With Building Owner's Real Property Rights, available at http://
www.isblaw.com/melon/archive/503-walls.html.
8 SIMON G. ANRINK, JOHN F. KENNEDY: THE MAN AND THE PRESIDENCY
105 (1987).
9 Codified as 17 U.S.C. §§ 101, 106A, 113, 301 (1991). President George
Bush signed the bill into law in December 1990.
10 The Visual Artists Rights Act (hereinafter "VARA") was based upon the
California Art Preservation Act, CAL. CIv. CODE § 987 (West 1992) and the New
York Artists Authorship Rights Act, N.Y. ARTS & CULT. AFF., § 14.03 (McKinney
1993). Additionally, the concept of moral rights was first codified in the Berne
Convention Article 6bis. Droit morale (literally, moral right) is derived from
France where is evolved and was conceived.
11 Christopher J. Robinson, The "Recognized Stature" Standard in The Visual
Artists Rights Act, 68 FORDHAM L. REV. 1935, 1936 (2000).
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The Visual Artists Rights Act was, in part, the culmination of
the United States' accession to the Berne Convention for the Pro-
tection of Literary and Artistic Works ("Berne Convention"). 12
Despite European acceptance of the Berne Convention, the United
States elected not to join this international alliance until March
1989. One of the major obstacles the United States faced in joining
Berne was the convention's promulgation of moral rights.' 3 This
concept existed in many other countries, among them France, Ger-
many, Italy, and Belgium.' 4 Moral rights, which exist separately
from economic and property rights, are rights of personality which
allow an author to "protect a work-essentially a piece of the au-
thor-from unauthorized treatment, even after relinquishing eco-
nomic and property rights."' 15
The paucity of protection afforded by common law actions led
artists to lobby for moral rights protection for artists in the federal
arena.' 6 While the federal government attempted to create an eq-
uitable bill, several states codified their own moral rights statutes. 17
Some state statutes, such those of California, continue to provide
more protection than the federal statute.' 8 The passage of various
12 See The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic
Works (hereinafter "Berne Convention"), reprinted in World Intellectual Property
Organization's Guide to the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works, (Paris 1978), art. 6bis (1). The Berne Convention was first imple-
mented in 1886 and was last revised in 1971.
13 Id.
14 See Sirota, supra note 1, at 464.
15 See Siorta, supra note 1, at 465, relying on Article 6bis of the Berne Con-
vention which states "[i]ndependently of the author's economic rights, and even
after the transfer of said rights, the author shall have to right to claim authorship of
the work and to object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification of, or
other derogatory action in relation to, the said work, which would be prejudicial to
his honor or reputation." See Berne Convention, supra note 12.
16 Moral rights bills were introduced to the United States House of Repre-
sentatives almost every year since 1979. See Robinson, supra note 11.
17 See e.g., California Art Preservation Act, CAL. CIv. CODE § 987 (West
1992), the New York Artists Authorship Rights Act, N.Y. ARTS & CULT. AFF.
§ 14.03 (McKinney 1993); R.I. GEN. LAWS § 5-62-3 (1987); N.J. STAT. ANN.
§ 2A:24A-2-A8; CONN. GEN. STAT. §§ 42-116 s, 42-116t.
18 Compare California Art Preservation Act, CAL. CiV. CODE § 987 (West
1992), which affords artists greater coverage by protecting "fine art" and by ex-
tending the term of protection for moral rights to the author's life plus 50 years,
and VARA, where the term of protection terminates at the end of the author's life.
Significantly, VARA is preemptive under 17 U.S.C. § 301 (f) to state art preserva-
tion laws.
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states moral rights laws, created the framework for the enactment
by the United States Congress of VARA in 1990.
Although VARA confers upon artists enforceable moral rights,
the statute is extremely limited in its scope. Unlike Article 6bis of
the Berne Convention, which grants moral rights protection to all
works of art, VARA only gives protection to works of visual art.19
A 'work of visual art' is defined narrowly to mean only a painting,
drawing, print, sculpture, or still photographic image." 20 This cate-
gory of protected work was deemed worthy of a special degree of
protection "because of its unique and irreplaceable qualities. '21
Works made for hire and works not subject to copyright protection
are specifically excluded from VARA's protection.22
19 17 U.S.C §§ 101, 106A, for the definition and requirement of 'a work of
visual art'. See also art. 1 and art. 6bis of the Berne Convention, supra note 12,
which encompass all authored works as being covered by the convention.
20 Stephen W. Snively, Artists' Rights Meet Property Rights: An Invisible Re-
straint, 9-DEC PROB. & PROP. 18, 20 (1995). See also 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2002) (de-
fining a 'work of visual art' as:
(1) a painting, drawing, print or sculpture, existing in a single copy, in a limited
edition of 200 copies or fewer that are signed and consecutively numbered by the
author, or in the case of a sculpture, in multiple cast, carved, or fabricated sculp-
tures of two hundred or fewer that are consecutively numbered by the author and
bear the signature or other identifying mark of the author; or
(2) a still photographic image produced for exhibition purposes only, existing in a
single copy that is signed by the author, in a limited edition of 200 copies or fewer
that are signed and consecutively numbered by the author.
The statute specifically excludes as a 'work of visual art':
(a)(i) any poster, map, globe, chart, technical drawing, diagram, model, applied art,
motion picture, or other audiovisual work, book, magazine, newspaper, periodical,
data base, electronic information service, electronic publication, or similar
publication;
(ii) any merchandizing item or advertising, promotional, descriptive, covering, or
packaging material or container;
(iii) any portion or part of any item described in clause (i) or (ii);
(b) any work made for hire; or
(c) any work not subject to copyright protection under this title.
21 See Snively, supra note 20.
22 17 U.S.C § 101(b)(c) (2002). Works made for hire are not judged through
traditional copyright law standards. For the purposes of artwork, the focus is on
whether the art "was prepared by an employee within the scope of his or her em-
ployment." 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1). To determine whether a piece was done in the
scope of employment courts apply the Reid tests. See Community for Creative
Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 U.S. 730 (1989). Most notably this test was applied in
Carter v. Helmsley-Spear, Inc., 71 F.3d 77 (1995).
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VARA requires that the visual work be of "recognized stature"
in order to protect against the complete destruction of a work.23
This requirement was created established in order to avoid a flood
of litigation concerning mundane items created for visual apprecia-
tion.24 A work of visual art's "recognized stature" can be proven
with the testimony of artists, dealers, curators, collectors, and
others who are involved in the, creation and appreciation of art.25
The rights conferred by VARA are not transferable but may be
waived if done so in a written instrument signed by the artist.26
Even if the artist no longer possesses the exclusive rights to the
work under copyright law, the artist still retains the moral rights for
his/her lifetime.27
Because John's mural is a "painting . . . existing in a single
copy" and is not excluded in any way by the provisions of the stat-
ute, it is a "work of visual art, ' 28 meeting the first VARA require-
ment. Even though John is a highly acclaimed artist whose works
are prized by the art world, he would have to present the testimony
of witnesses to meet the "recognized stature" 29 qualification for his
endangered graffiti mural. In order to qualify for VARA protec-
tion, Sol must establish as a matter of fact that this piece of graffiti
qualifies as being of "recognized stature," likely to be a difficult
task.
A. Background of Moral Rights
Moral rights were first introduced into French civil law in the
1800's based largely on common law decisions handed down by the
French judiciary. 30 The French concept of moral rights protect four
23 See H.R. Rep. No 101-514, at 16, reprinted in U.S.C.C.A.N. 6915, 6924-26
(1990).
24 See Carter v. Helmsley-Spear, Inc., 861 F.Supp. 303, 324, 325 (S.D.N.Y.
1994), affd in part, vacated in part, 71 F.3d 77 (2d Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 517 U.S.
1208 (1996).
25 Id.
26 17 U.S.C. § 106A(e)(1) (2002).
27 See Snively, supra note 20, at 18.
28 See 17 U.S.C §§ 101, 106A (2002). See also Berne Convention, supra note
12.
29 17 U.S.C. § 106A.
30 See Chintan Amin, Keep Your Filthy Hands Off My Painting! The Visual
Artists Rights Act of 1990 and the Fifth Amendment Takings Clause, 10 FLA. J.
INT'L L. 315, 318 (1995). The conception of moral rights in Europe was largely
handed down through common law, unlike the United States where state statutes
provided the protection. Id.
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fundamental interests of the artist: (1) the right of attribution; (2)
the right of disclosure; (3) the right of withdrawal; and (4) the right
of integrity.31 Moral rights were inalienable, unwaivable, and per-
petual.32 These rights are "personal to the authors, and as such,
viable, separate, and apart from the proprietary aspects of copy-
right."'33 An injury to the art is deemed as an injury to the artist's
reputation.34 French legislation provided the foundation for the
continental European acceptance of moral rights which were later
codified in the Berne Convention. 35
Moral rights achieved international recognition when the
Rome Protocol inserted Article 6bis into the Berne Convention. 36
Article 6bis recognizes the moral rights of integrity and attribution
of artists and provides, in relevant part, that:
Independently of the author's economic rights, and
even after the transfer of the said rights, the author
shall have the right to claim authorship of the work
and to object to any distortion, mutilation, or modifica-
tion of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the
said work, which would be prejudicial to his [or her]
honor or reputation. 37
Berne's protection is not limited to works of visual art but encom-
passes all artistic creations in all media.38 When the United States
passed the VARA, the U.S. complied with the requirements of the
Berne Convention.39
31 Robert J. Sherman, The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990: American Artists
Burned Again, 17 CARDOZO L. REV. 373, 381 (1995).
32 See Sirota, supra note 1.
33 MELVILLE NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT, at 8.21A
(1991).
34 30 AM. JUR. PROOF OF FACTS 3d 427, § 2.
35 The Berne Convention recognizes only the rights of attribution and integ-
rity, and further limits the right of integrity to those acts that "would be prejudicial
to [the artist's] honor or reputation". See Berne Convention, supra note 12.
36 See NIMMER & NIMMER, supra note 33, at 5.
37 See Berne Convention, supra note 12.
38 See Raymond Sarraute, Current Theory on the Moral Right of Authors and
Artists Under French Law, 16 AM. J. COMP. L. 465, 466 (1968).
39 See H.R. Rep. No 101-514, at 16, reprinted in U.S.C.C.A.N. 6915, 6924-26
(1990).
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B. Rights Conferred by the Visual Artists Rights Act Attribution
A thorough analysis of the John Sol hypothetical requires an
examination of VARA section 106A. Section 106A (a) provides a
remedy for an infringement of an author's right of attribution.
Under this section, an author of a visual work "shall have the right
to claim authorship of that work, and to prevent the use of his or
her name as the author of any work of visual art which he or she did
not create, and shall have the right to prevent the use of his or her
name as the author of the work... in the event of a distortion,
mutilation, or other modification of the work which would be preju-
dicial to his or her honor or reputation. '40
INTEGRITY
The right to integrity gives the author of a visual work the
"right to prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation or other
modification of that work which would be prejudicial to his or her
honor or reputation. '41 For John Sol, this right is of preeminent
importance as it allows him to prevent the destruction of his work.
EXCEPTIONS
Several exceptions to the rights of attribution and integrity are
enumerated in section 106A. Modifications of the visual work
which result from a passage of time or the "inherent nature of the
materials" are not considered to fall under the rights' scope.42
Modifications of the visual work which result from preservation at-
tempts or public presentation are not actionable unless they are
caused by gross negligence. 43 Finally, the rights of attribution and
integrity are not applicable to "reproduction, depiction, portrayal,
or other use of an otherwise protected work when used in connec-
tion with those works specifically excluded from works of art under
17 U.S.C. § 101(A). ' '44
40 17 U.S.C. § 106A(a) (2002).
41 17 U.S.C. § 106A(a)(1)(3)(A-B) (2002).
42 17 U.S.C. §106A(c)(1) (2002).
43 17 U.S.C. §106A(c)(2) (2002).
44 Dana L. Burton, Artists' Moral Rights: Controversy and the Visual Artists
Rights Act, 48 SMU L. REV. 639, 643 (1995).
556
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DURATION
Works of visual art created on or after VARA's effective date
of June 1,1991, are protected for the life of the artist.45 Generally,
the rights associated with the act cannot be transferred but may be
waived if the artist consents in writing. This writing must identify
the specific work and the uses of the work to which the waiver ap-
plies.46 For visual works that are created jointly, VARA provides
the protection of moral rights until the death of the last surviving
author.47 Furthermore, a single author may waive the rights for all
the authors of a visual if the waiver conforms to the writing and
specificity requirements of the statute.48
REMEDIES
Remedies available under VARA mirror the remedies of the
Copyright Act (Title 17) of 1990. Under this Title, which encom-
passes both copyright and VARA, an artist is provided with the
remedies of injunctive relief, actual and statutory damages, and at-
torney's fees. 49 Criminal sanctions against a defendant who violates
an artist's rights of attribution and integrity are not available to an
artist-plaintiff.50
SPECIAL PROVISIONs-BUILDINGS
VARA provides a complex set of guidelines for removal of
works from buildings which has led to troubling concepts at odds
with traditional property law.51 In mandating that the owner of a
building which contains visual art as an installation or on a wall
must respect the moral rights of the artist, the VARA infringes
upon the constitutionally granted property rights of the owner by
requiring an affirmative duty to comply with the act's require-
ments. 52 The art is considered an "extension of the [artist]... and
45 17 U.S.C. § 106A(e) (2002).
46 Id.
47 17 U.S.C. § 106A(d) (2002).
48 17 U.S.C.§106A(e) (2002).
49 17 U.S.C. §§ 502, 502, 505 (2002).
50 17 U.S.C. § 506 (2002).
51 George C. Smith, Let the Buyer Beware: Artist' Moral Rights Trump Own-
ers' Property Rights Under the Visual Artists Rights Act, THE RECORDER, Jan. 10,
1991, at 4.
52 17 U.S.C. § 113(d)(1)(2002). "Constitution" refers to the United States
Constitution.
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[the artist] is entitled to have its personality preserved, even if it
does infringe upon the property rights of an owner. '53
III. GRAFFITI: ART OR VANDALISM
The words of the prophets are written on subway walls and tene-
ment halls.
-Paul Simon, The Sound of Silence54
The origins of American graffiti can be traced from colonial
times through the present.55 One of the most famous and wide-
spread examples of American graffiti was the Kilroy image that
American soldiers drew on the walls of the cities they occupied dur-
ing World War 11.56 Significantly, graffiti is no longer relegated to
the streets. It appears in museums, art exhibitions, and in gal-
leries.57 Graffiti is not just the scrawling of gang members but en-
compasses murals, fashion and has been the subject of several
films. 58 In order to understand why pieces of graffiti which exhibit
qualities of "high art" or "folk art," such as John Sol's mural,
53 See Sirota, supra note 1, at 469.
54 PAUL SIMON, SOUND OF SILENCE, WEDNESDAY MORNING 3 AM (Colum-
bia Records, 1964).
55 See Robinson, supra note 11, at 1969.
56 LISA N. HOWORTH,' GRAFFITI,. HANDBOOK OF AMERICAN POPULAR CUL-
TURE 549, 552 (M. THOMAS INGE, ED., 1989). Kilroy, an icon of World War II
spanned the globe. It is speculated that Kilroy was born of an age old Army-Air
Force rivalry and supposedly represented a lowly infantry (Army) sergeant who
could beat everyone, including and especially the Air Force, to any battle scene.
Id.
57 In 1990 The New York Museum of Modern Art hosted a show "High and
Low: Modern Art and Popular Culture" whose catalogue exhibited a graffiti work
by Chris Pape's- two white hands reaching towards each other (emulating Michel-
angelo's Creation) accompanied by the words "What is Art? Why is Art?" See
Jennifer Toth, Recognition at Last for an Underground Man, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 10,
1990, at F1, F8 (noting the museum refused to show the work in house, only in the
catalogue). Also, in 1985 a graffiti painting by Jean-Michel Basquiat sold for
$20,900 at a gallery auction. See Catherine McGuigan, New Art, New Money, avail-
able at http://www.nytimes.com/books/98/08/09/specials/basquiat-mag.html (last
visited Apr. 15, 2002). Recently, a show hosted at New York's Brooklyn Museum
centering around Hip-Hop culture showcased the works of some graffiti artists.
See Hip-Hop Nation: Roots, Rhymes, and Rage; Brooklyn Museum of Art, availa-
ble at http://www.absolutearts.com/artnews/2000/09/22/27479.html (last visited Apr.
15, 2002).
58 An example of fashion appropriation of graffiti was present in the Spring
1999 line of Daryl K, a renown designer, who used graffiti writing on her t-shirts.
Some movies which chronicle graffiti culture are BEAT STREET (Orion 1985) and
TURK 182 (Twentieth Century Fox 1985).
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should be preserved it is necessary to examine the form of graffiti
more closely.
Graffiti generally falls into two categories that are distin-
guished by the motivation behind its creation: graffiti art and graf-
fiti vandalism.59. Graffiti art, which displays characteristics
associated with "high art" or "folk art", encompasses works moti-
vated by a desire to create art, such as pieces or murals.60 Con-
versely, graffiti vandalism is motivated by a desire to mark territory
or defy the law and society. 61 Graffiti is largely found in three
forms: (1) gang graffiti; (2) tags or throw-ups; (3) pieces or murals.62
Gang graffiti is generally scrawled gang names or symbols to mark
territory. Tags or throw-ups, the most common type of graffiti, are
signatures of graffiti writers oftentimes written in bubble letters.
Pieces or murals are generally detailed and multicolored paintings
covering entire walls. These works often depict scenes or heroes
from the community.63 While graffiti are usually characterized as
vandalism, this may not always be the case. On occasion, particu-
larly when pieces are done without permission, graffiti can fall
within both categories and be regarded as a work of art.64
Opponents of graffiti are unwilling to recognize the distinction
between graffiti art and graffiti vandalism and see all graffiti as van-
dalism with no artistic merit.65 The general public perception of
graffiti as vandalism pervades many state laws.66 Several city ordi-
59 Id.
60 See HOWORTH, supra note 56, at 556-567.
61 See HOWORTH, supra note 56, at 550.
62 Lori' L. Hanesworth, Are They Graffiti Artists or Vandals? Should They
Be Able or Caned?: A Look At The Latest Legislative Attempts to Eradicate Graf-
fiti, 6 DEPAUL- LCA J. ART & ENT. 225, 226 (1996).
63 Id. at 226.
64 See Robinson, supra note 12, at 1969.
65 Marisa A. Gomez, The Writing on Our Walls: Finding Solutions Through
Distinguishing Graffiti Art From Graffiti Vandalism, 26 U. MICH. J.L. REF. 633,
650 (1993).
66 See generally, SAN FRAN. PUBLIC WORKS CODE art. 23 § 1303 (a) (1994)
(which stipulates that "[g]raffiti is detrimental to the health, safety and welfare of
the community in that it promotes a perception in the community that it promotes
a perception in the community that the laws protecting public and private property
can be disregarded with impunity. This perception fosters a sense of disrespect of
the law that results in an increase in crime; degrades the community and leads to
urban blight; is detrimental to property values, business opportunities and the en-
joyment of life; is inconsistent with the City's property maintenance goals and aes-
thetic standards; and results in. additional graffiti. . . . (b) Graffiti results in visual
pollution and is hereby deemed a public nuisance. Graffiti must be abated as
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nances treat graffiti as an act of vandalism and a sign of urban
blight.67 These ordinances do not distinguish between graffiti art
and graffiti vandalism because they do not examine the motivation
behind the creation of the graffiti. 68
Proponents of graffiti art suggest that certain works of graffiti
have "extraordinary merit and deserve both recognition and preser-
vation. Advocates further believe 'that the motivation of many
writers is not to deface property, but rather to express themselves
or to gain respect by the only means that are accessible to them." 69
Many proponents point to pieces/murals as indicators of graffiti art.
A. Pieces/Murals
Murals are often painted as a focal point for a community's
sense of belonging and for the purpose of education. Los Angeles
is a city famed for its graffiti murals. Most of the graffiti artists are
Latinos who create murals to beautify their neighborhood, to stop
gang graffiti, to create a sense of place, to celebrate the Latino cul-
ture and to educate the community about violence. 70 Latino com-
munities appreciate these murals, which are full of artistic merit,
and the artists who created them have become cause celebres.71
Some artists who create "pieces" 72 without permission claim
that their goal of educating the community and fostering under-
standing among ethnic groups outweighs the illegality of their
quickly as possible to avoid detrimental impacts."); see also N.Y. PENAL LAW
§ 145.60 (McKinney 1993) (which defines graffiti as "(1)the etching, painting, cov-
ering, drawing upon or otherwise placing of a mark upon public or private prop-
erty with the intent to damage such property. Making graffiti is a class A
misdemeanor.) The Legislative notes provided: "The legislature hereby finds and
declares that graffiti vandalism poses a serious problem for urban centers .... The
unabated proliferation of graffiti is a physical blight upon the urban landscape.
The legislature also finds that when unchecked, graffiti presents the image of a
deteriorating community, a community that no longer cares about itself, a commu-
nity that shows evidence of urban blight. Graffiti an assault upon individual sensi-
bilities." L. 1992, c. 458 § 1.
67 Gomez, supra note 65, at 634.
68 Gomez, supra note 65, at 634.
69 See Hanesworth, supra note 62, at 227 n.26 (quoting Herman Wong, Their
Art Drives Them To The Wall, L.A. TIMES, May 19, 1991, at E5).
70 Gomez, supra note 65; at 639.
71 See MELBA LEVICK & STANLEY YOUNG, THE BiG PICTURE: MURALS OF
Los ANGELES (1988).
72 See Gomez, supra note 65, at n. 82 (explaining that the term "pieces" de-
rives from the word "masterpiece" and denotes the creator as an artist).
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acts.73 Although the law cannot overlook the illegality of an artist's
actions, it can still provide protection for the artists' work. Thus,
when a work is created without permission on private or public
property, the court must examine if the work should be saved sepa-
rate and apart from the illegality of the artist's action in creating
it.74
A celebrated example of piece graffiti, is the work of Keith
Haring, who created artwork in the subways of New York City. He
drew attention to graffiti as an art form and circumvented tradi-
tional methods of exhibiting artwork. Haring's "subway drawings
represented one of the most visible attempts in recent history to
broaden the public's interest in art, and to bypass the network of
galleries and museum by which artists have always had to establish
their careers. ' 75 As one of the most celebrated artists of the 1980's,
Haring's work was instantly recognizable. The West German gov-
ernment commissioned Haring to work on the Berlin Wall and his
works appeared in museums from New York to Paris. 76
In the instant hypothetical, John Sol's "work of visual art"
would be categorized as a piece or mural. Sol's mural communi-
cates a social statement of his community. Although Sol's work ex-
hibits qualities of "high art," he created the piece on the building
without permission. Thus, the categorical enigma of a piece being
both art and vandalism is present in the hypothetical. In determin-
ing whether Sol's mural can be saved, it is necessary to consider
only the qualities the work exhibits as a piece of art and to put aside
the illegality of its placement. A review of existing case law regard-
ing VARA's applicability to murals is central to the determination
of whether John Sol's mural will be protected.
73 See Laura Kaufman, Vandal or Artist?, L.A. TIMES (SAN DIEGO COUNTY
ED.), July 27, 1990, at F21B, F21C (interviewing Brett Cook, who uses unautho-
rized murals to convey messages to the community. Cook claims he hopes to
spread understanding and tolerance among blacks and other minority groups. He
believes the importance of his message, portrayed in artistic themes, outweighs
stigma of the illegal installment).
74 17 U.S.C § 113 (d) (2) (2001).
75 See Michael Kimmelman, A Look At Keith Haring, Especially on the
Graffiti, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 21, 1990, at C19.
76 Most of Haring's work was done without permission and often removed
by the Transit Authority in New York City until his work gained recognition. Then
it was often "stolen" from subway stops and collected as art. Id.
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IV. MURALS AND THE VISUAL ARTIST RIGHTS ACT'S
PROVISIONS- IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES?
VARA requires that a work of visual art must be of "recog-
nized stature. '77 In Carter v. Helmsley-Spear, Inc., a landmark
VARA case, artists filed a suit under VARA against the owner of
an office building to prevent the removal or alteration of a piece of
visual art the artists had installed in the building, at the prior
owner's bequest. The lower court held that the artists were entitled
to an injunction prohibiting the distortion, mutilation or modifica-
tion of the work, and set forth a two tier test to establish that a
work of visual art is of recognized stature. The court held that an
artist wishing to invoke VARA must be show that: (i) the visual art
in question has "stature" (is meritorious) and (ii) that this "stature"
is recognized by "art experts, other members of the artists commu-
nity, or by some cross section of society. 78 In application, the
Carter two-tier test has been interpreted by subsequent courts as
having a less stringent standard. 79 Although the standard has been
slightly lowered, courts have adhered to the Carter court's reason-
ing where it stated that VARA's purpose was to preserve artwork
and that the:
recognized stature requirement is best viewed as a
gatekeeping mechanism-protection is afforded only to
those works of art that art experts, the art community,
or society in general views possessing stature. A plain-
tiff need not demonstrate that his or her artwork is
equal in stature to that created by artists such as Pi-
casso, Chagall or Giacometti. Nor must the trier of
fact personally find the art to be aesthetically.
pleasing.80
77 17 U.S.C. § 106A (a) (3) (A) (2002) (which provides that authors shall
have the right "to prevent any destruction of a work of recognized stature, and any
intentional or grossly negligent destruction of that work is a violation of that
right."); see also Carter, 861 F.Supp. 303, 324, 325.
78 See Carter at 324. Note that on appeal the artists lost their case as the
work was found to be made "for hire" and thus exempt from VARA applicability.
79 See Martin v. City of Indianapolis, 192 F.3d 608, 612-14 (7th Cir. 1999) (in
which the majority of the US Court of Appeals rejected the strict standard of the
Carter two-tier test and noted the test "may be more rigorous than Congress in-
tended." The court found "recognized stature" through a lesser standard using
community opinion and public interest.).
80 861 F.Supp. at 324.
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As the test requires that a work of visual art be recognized by a
community of experts, a subjective aesthetic judgment will be
passed upon the work. Yet, this is precisely the kind of judgment
VARA sought to guard against.81 The Carter test's requirement
that a work is considered meritorious discriminates against works
that are disliked or misunderstood. The failure to preserve these
types of works is contrary to the Act's preservatory purpose.82 The
"recognized stature" requirement protects only a small amount of
the visual art created in the United States, which leaves most of the
art which comprises the nation's diverse artistic culture without
protection against destruction or mutilation.
A. Murals and VARA Applicability
In English v. B.F.C. & R. East 11' Street LLC, a group of New
York City artists invoked VARA in a dispute over a community
garden. The city sold the vacant lot to the defendants for develop-
ment but before development began, a group of local residents cul-
tivated the lot into a garden with plantings and public art.83 The
artwork in the garden included murals and sculptures. The plaintiffs
argued that the garden as a whole constituted a "work of visual
art," and the any removal or destruction of any part of the garden
constituted a violation of VARA §§ 106A (a) (3) (A) and (B). 84
The court dismissed the complaint on a motion for summary
judgment and never reached the issue of whether the garden was a
single work of visual art. In dicta, Judge Baer stated that even if the
garden was deemed a single work of visual art, VARA Would not be
applicable because the garden was created without the owner's con-
sent and was therefore illegal.85 Judge Baer found that VARA is
not applicable in cases where the work is illegally placed or where
the work will only be obstructed and not destroyed. 86
81 See 135 Cong. Rec. 12, 252 (1989).
82 Robinson, supra note 11, at 1969.
83 See English v. CFC & R East 1 1th Street LLC, No. 97 Civ. 7446, 1997 WL
746444 (S.D.N.Y. 1997), affd, 198 F.3d 233 (2d Cir. 1999).
84 See id. for the complete facts of the case.
85 See id.
86 This presents a conundrum in that VARA codifies a remedy for works of
recognized stature placed without the owner's consent, but the English v. BFC &
R East 11t
h Street LLC court's narrow interpretation of VARA concludes that
there is no remedy for illegally placed art. In this instance, the judge listened to
competing expert testimony concerning the work's "recognized stature" and in
dicta, stated that if the case hinged on the destruction of a work of art, the court
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In Hanrahan v. Ramirez, plaintiff Hanrahan and a group of
neighborhood children painted a mural on the exterior side of a
liquor store. The mural depicted an anti-drug, alcohol and smoking
message as a part of a community improvement plan. 87 Three years
after the mural's creation, the storeowners had half of the mural
whitewashed and repainted over it with an advertisement for the
store. The plaintiff brought suit under the mutilation and destruc-
tion clauses of section 106A (a) (3) of VARA. Judge Paez found in
favor of the plaintiff and ordered the storeowners to allow the artist
to restore the mural. The judge found the mural to possess "recog-
nized stature" based upon its selection as one of fifty winners in a
national contest and its great local support.8 8 Recognized stature
was found based upon local and national support of the mural.
Minimal consideration was given to the community of experts'
opinion, a key element of the Carter two tier test. The "political
content, far from undermining the aesthetic stature of the work, sit-
uated the work in the mainstream of contemporary art, and sup-
ported a finding of recognized stature." 89
When murals possess "recognized stature," courts generally
provide protection and remedies for the destruction of the work.
The "recognized stature" requirement is often met when it'is a com-
munity work that exhibits the concerns of the community.90 Murals
are often embroiled in VARA controversies because of the "violent
interaction of artistic creation with the practical world of zoning,
urban development, social protest, community values, or changing
fashion"; these conflicts undermine the statute's evenhanded appli-
cation and credibility in its "protection of private and societal
interests." 91
A recent development concerning VARA's "recognized stat-
ure" occurred in Pollara v. Seymour and Chase in which an artist
would have found for the defendants, as the plaintiffs did not show that they met
the threshold of "recognized stature." The judge believed VARA to be inapplica-
ble because it did not consider the garden a whole work of art. Note: As dicta,
none of Judge Baer's comments are controlling but there has yet to be a case
where the issue was properly tried.
87 See Hanrahan v. Ramirez, No. 97-CV-7470, (C.D. Cal. June 3, 1998), IN-
TELL. PROP. LIrIG. REP., vol. 4, no. 23, July 8, 1998, at 3.
88 See id.
89 See Robinson, supra note 11, at 1954, 1955.
90 See Lorenza Mutildnoz, Distinctive L.A. Art Legacy Under Siege, L.A.
TIMES, July 23, 1999, at Al.
91 See Robinson, supra note 11, at 1962, 1963.
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commissioned to create a work of visual art, a mural, that was
placed in a plaza. 92 The work was installed without permission
from the plaza's owners and was subsequently removed without
ever being viewed by the public. The removal resulted in the mu-
ral's mutilation. The court afforded the artist the opportunity to
bring a claim under VARA, over objections concerning the mural's
lack of "recognized stature" since it had never been publicly dis-
played. 93 The court held that "it would defy logic to read the
phrase 'work of recognized stature' in such a way as to ignore the
substantial interests which accrue upon the creation of a work of
art.... An artist's interest in the product of his or her labor is no
less significant prior to its public display. The investment of time,
effort and creativity is no less substantial, and the value of the prod-
uct to the artist's collective body of work no less significant, merely
because the work is newly completed or yet to be exhibited". 94 The
court's logic seems to dictate that the Pollara court is more willing
to recognize a broader interpretation of the "recognized stature"
requirement. It will be interesting to note if the court's decision
allows greater flexibility in interpreting this requirement by other
courts.
In order to the receive protection of VARA, Sol's mural must
meet the "recognized stature" requirement. As illustrated by the
above cases, this requirement is not impossible to satisfy. As Sol's
mural is of importance to the community and has received praise
from the art community, it is possible that this requirement of "rec-
ognized stature" would not bar his VARA claim. But, public outcry
against the mural as a piece of graffiti and not art, in addition to a
court's reluctance to expand protection to visual art of this medium
(graffiti) may pose an obstacle for Sol to bring a VARA claim.
Thus, the "recognized stature" provision poses the greatest area of
uncertainty in litigating his possible VARA claim.
92 See Pollara v. Seymour and Chase, 150 F. Supp. 2d 393 (N.D.N.Y. 2001).
93 See id.; see also John Caher, Artist Can Pursue Claim Over Damaged
Painting, N.Y.L.J., July 20, 2001, at 1.
94 See Caher, supra note 93.
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B. VARA's Special Provision for Removal of Works
from Buildings
When a work of visual art is a part of a building, VARA codi-
fies the remedies available to an artist.95 A building owner's ability
to remove the art depends on whether it can be removed without
destruction, distortion, mutilation,. or other modification. 96 Al-
though the focus of this Note is a work's removability, VARA also
extends protection to any type of alteration or mutilation of the
work as well.
If an owner's attempt to remove a piece of art will harm the
work, he or she can only do so under two conditions. The artist is
deemed to have waived his or her rights to the work if he or she
consented to the installation of the work before June 1, 1991 (pre-
VARA effectiveness) or signed a written waiver of his/her rights on
or after June 1, 1991. 97 Absent a written agreement, the building
owner will be required to protect the work for the life of the
author.98
When removal can be accomplished without harming the work,
the artist's moral rights shield the work from harm. If the owner
made a "diligent, good faith attempt without success to notify the
author of the owner's intended action affecting the work of visual
art, or... provide[d] such notice in writing and the person so noti-
fied failed, within 90 days after receiving such notice, either to re-
move the work or pay for its removal" 99 the owner may proceed
with the removal of the work.
As evidenced above, an important distinction is drawn in the
statute between removable and non-removable works of visual art.
This determination is vital because VARA imposes different duties
on building owners based upon the type of visual art attached to
their building.100 Whether the murals and other works of visual art
95 17 U.S.C § 113 (d) (2) (2002).
96 Id.
97 See Matthew A. Goodin, The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990: Further
Defining the Rights and Duties of Artists and Real Property Owners, 22 GOLDEN
GATE UNIV. L. REV. 567, 570 (1992) (relying on 17 U.S.C § 113 (d) (2) (B)).
98 Keith A. Attlesey, The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990: The Art of Pre-
serving Building Owners' Rights, 22 GOLDEN GATE L. REV. 371, 379 (1992).
99 17 U.S.C § 113 (d) (2) (a-b) (2002).
100 See Attlesey, supra note 98, at 385.
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are protected depends upon how the courts interpret and apply
VARA's mandates. 10 1
In order to protect more works of visual art, the courts must
determine that only works which could be removed at a reasonable
cost are "removable." Absent a written agreement with the artist
to the contrary, building owners would have to preserve works of
visual art incorporated into their-buildings and not harm the art-
work by altering the building.102 A narrow interpretation of the
term removable art would shift the burden onto building owners to
contract with artists for the removal of the artwork or prohibit the
owners from altering the building in such a way that the artwork is
harmed. 0 3
A broader interpretation of removable art would favor the
property rights of the building owners over the moral rights of the
artists. If a building owner were to decide to alter a building con-
taining a piece of visual art, he/she would not be bound by overly
restrictive policies affecting the attached artwork. The owner
would not be "forced to protect the art.., and the author will have
the opportunity to remove the art if he [or she] raises the appropri-
ate funds.' 1 0 4
Although a situation such as John Sol's, where a work of visual
art was placed on a building without the building owner's knowl-
edge or consent, is not defined in VARA, the statute may neverthe-
less be applicable. 10 5 Since Sol created the mural on the building's
wall without permission, he did so either without the owner's
knowledge or consent. "Manifestly, art attached to buildings so
that it cannot be removed without damage is protected by the
VARA for the author's life. Thus, it seems that building owners
must protect art attached to their buildings for the author's life, de-
101 For a complete discussion of these terms, see Attlesey, supra note 98.
102 See Attlesey, supra note 98, at 386.
103 See Attlesey, supra note 98, at 386.
104 , See Attlesey, supra note 98, at 387 (relying on 17 U.S.C. § 113 (d)).
105 There is no specific regulation for murals. Some case law exists with re-
gard to community murals done on buildings both with and without the prior
owner's consent. See English v. BFC & R East 11th Street LLC, 198 F.3d 233 (2d
Cir. 1999) (where a group of local residents used a vacant lot and transformed it
into a garden filled with artwork, including murals); see also Hanrahan v. Ramirez,
No. 97-CV-7470 (C.D. Cal. 1998) (where a mural done by a community resident
met the recognized stature requirement).
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spite the fact that it was incorporated without their knowledge or
consent."106
However, most murals are considered removable in the
artworld. 107 Renown art conservator, Nathan Zakheim, has success-
fully removed entire murals without significant damage to the art
and has testified several times to murals' removability.10 8 Signifi-
cantly, VARA does not mandate that a work of visual art be pro-
tected from any damage during the removal process. Rather,
VARA provides that no damage be done to the piece of visual art
but that no damage is done to the art that would defile the author's
honor and reputation.10 9 Although courts have yet to set specific
standards to determine the degree of removability that murals pos-
sess, two factors that courts universally consider are the amount of
damage that removal of the visual art will cause and whether such
damage is sufficient to disparage the author's honor and reputa-
tion. 110 "[W]here removal of a significant mural is the only way to
salvage it for posterity, a greater degree of damage to the actual
mural may be permissible, because preservation will do less damage
to the author's honor and reputation than complete destruction.""'1
For the purposes of the Sol hypothetical, if a court determines
that Sol's mural should be salvaged for posterity, Sol would have to
raise the funds to subsidize the mural's removal under VARA if he
106 Amin, supra note 30, at 318 (emphasis added).
107 See http://www.isblaw.com/melon/archive/503_walls.html.
108 Id.; see also http://www.sparcmurals.com/graffiti/graffl.html.
109 See 17 U.S.C. §§ 113 (d) (1) (A-B), 106A (a) (2) (3).
110 An insightful example reflecting the tragedy of the destruction of an art-
ist's work was illustrated in a pre-VARA case, Crimi v. Rutgers Presbyterian
Church, 89 N.Y.S.2d 813, 813-814 (Sup. Ct. 1949). The defendant church solicited
painters to design and paint a mural of the rear wall of a church. Defendant unani-
mously selected the work of Alfred D. Crimi. After Crimi had finished the mural,
some parishioners objected to the depiction of the Christ figure feeling that "a
portrayal of Christ with so much of his chest bare placed more emphasis on his
physical attributes than on his spiritual qualities" and due to the vociferous pro-
tests, the church painted over the mural without Crimi's consent. Id,. at 815.
Crimi sued the church to restore the original mural or return the mural to him
based on his moral rights. Since there was no American law protecting an author's
moral rights at the time, Crimi lost the suit. In Goodin, supra note 97 at 567 n. 3,
Goodin states that "Forty years later, Crimi recalled the experience: 'I cannot de-
scribe the trauma that gradually overtook me. I could not believe that it was possi-
ble, in the twentieth century, that such a bestial mentality existed."
11 Crimi, 89 N.Y.S. 2d at 814.
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received notice from the building owner that the building was going
to be torn down. 112
V. THE VISUAL ARTISTS RIGHTS ACT IN JUXTAPOSITION
LEGAL FOUNDATIONS
Under our notions of what constitutes property, I have a real prob-
lem with the idea that a piece of property-which is ultimately
what a work of art is-cannot be treated as other pieces of prop-
erty by the owner of it. And that poses some serious constitutional
problems.
-John Egan"13
[VARA] is one of the most extraordinary realignments of private
property rights ever adopted by Congress.
-Rep. George Smith"14
A major criticism of the Visual Artists Rights Act is that it al-
lows for the uncompensated taking of an owner's property interest
in a work of art.115 Such a taking by a governmental body is pro-
hibited by the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution of the United
States. 116 Federal, state, and local governments are generally pro-
hibited from taking private property without compensating the
owner." 7 Under certain circumstances, such as the enforcement of
zoning and historical preservation ordinances, governmental enti-
ties may restrict the use of the property, without paying just
compensation.'18
112 See 17 U.S.C. § 113 (d) (1) (2002).
113 John Egan is a Boston lawyer quoted by Eric Felten, New Law Gives
Rights to Artist After Work is Sold, WASH. TIMES (D.C.), Dec. 7, 1990, at F2.
114 Rep. George C. Smith, chief minority counsel for the Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on Technology and the Law, criticized the passage of the Visual
Artists Rights Act. Smith stated that "Without so much as a word of debate or
discussion, the Artists Act became law. The lack of debate is unfortunate because
the new statute constitutes one of the most extraordinary realignments of private
property rights ever adopted by Congress." See JOHN HENRY MERRYMAN & AL-
BERT E. ELSEN, LAW, ETHICS, AND THE VISUAL ARTS 283-84 (3d ed. 1998).
115 See Amin, supra note 30, at 329.
116 U.S. CONST., amend. V states "No Person shall ... be deprived of life,
liberty, or property without due process of law" which ensures that there must be
some type of hearing which takes place that determines the appropriateness of a
governmental action.
117 See Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Comm'n, 505 U.S. 1003, 1014 (1992)
(citing the majority opinion in Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393
(1922)).
118 See Amin, supra note 30, at 330.
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The Supreme Court has found a taking to exist when there is a
physical appropriation of the property,119 practical ousting of pos-
session120 and when the government prevents the "bundle of rights"
associated with property from being enjoyed. 121 However, a gov-
ernment entity may regulate the use of private property without
providing for just compensation when that regulation "advances a
legitimate state interest and does not deprive the owner of the
property of all economically viable uses of the property.' 22 Insofar
as VARA was designed as a regulatory measure to control the ac-
tions of property owners, with respect to limitations of their owner-
ship interests of buildings that contain visual art, VARA is similar
to zoning and historical preservation ordinances. 23
The enforcement of VARA upon building owners would not
be considered a physical taking of private property under most tak-
ings analyses because the owner of the work is not forced to pub-
licly display the work. An interesting argument can be made in a
situation where a building owner is forced to maintain a work of art
on his/her building. Although the government is not "physically in-
vading" the property of the owner, "the art owner is losing an im-
portant 'stick' in the 'bundle of rights' of property ownership.' 24
VARA provides a remedy for such a situation by allowing the artist
and owner to contract for the waiver of the artist's right of integrity
for works installed in buildings.' 25
The enforcement of VARA may be considered a compensable
taking under the regulatory purpose analysis if the government has
"gone too far." In applying this analysis, a court will have to decide
whether a law "does not substantially advance legitimate state in-
terests or denies an owner economically viable use of his
[property].' 1 26
The passage of the Visual Artists Rights Act prompted serious
inquiry by Congress; a wealth of congressional findings exist. 127
Since courts generally defer to legislative findings, it is unlikely that
any court would find that VARA does not advance a legitimate
119 See Amin, supra note 30, at 330.
120 Lucas, 505 U.S. at 1014.
121 See Amin, supra note 30, at 330.
122 See Amin, supra note 30, at 333.
123 See Amin, supra note 30, at 330.
124 See Amin, supra note 30, at 334.
125 17 U.S.C. § 113 (d) (2002).
126 See Amin, supra note 30, at 335.
127 See H.R. Report 101-514 (1990).
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state interest, especially because the threshold to meet a legitimate
interest is low. 128 Thus, after a court would find that VARA ad-
vances a legitimate state interest, the inquiry would turn to whether
the regulation renders the property valueless. 129
In Penn Central Trans. Co. v. New York, the United States Su-
preme Court found a taking mayexist even if the a state's interest is
legitimate, if the taking "so frustrates a distinct investment backed
expectation, as to render the property valueless."'130 For example, a
real estate investor would not reasonably expect to be allowed to
demolish a building in an historical preservation zone.13' Likewise,
an art buyer enters into a purchase transaction for a piece of art
with certain expectations concerning the bundle of ownership rights
he/she is acquiring. Since art is personal property that can be freely
transferred, the owner may relieve him/herself of any encum-
brances not expected when the art was purchased. The chief prob-
lem which arises under this aspect is when a building is purchased
which contains a mural protected by VARA, theoretically the
building is encumbered by the art, resulting in a loss of market
value.132 However, it is unlikely compensation would be given be-
cause there is not a deprivation of all of the property rights. 33
In the instant hypothetical, Sol's attempt to contact the owner
of the building was unsuccessful, yet he continued to place his work
on the building's wall. Although the building owner could maintain
that the mural is an encumbrance to the building, it is not likely that
the owner could claim a taking of any sort because the mural is
removable.134 Under VARA, the building owner would be re-
quired to notify Sol of the removal and give Sol an opportunity to
raise funds to remove the mural from the wall.' 35 The hypothetical
states that the building owner is absent and the local government is
going to tear down the building for zoning purposes. Under this
scenario, is unlikely that Sol could assert a takings action against
the local government because a legitimate state interest presumably
128 See id.
129 See Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Comm'n, 505 U.S. 1003, 1016 (1992).
130 Penn Central Transp. Co. v. New York City, 438 U.S. 104, 127.
131 See Amin, supra note 30, at 336.
132 See Amin, supra note 30, at 338 for an explanation of this example.
Whether or not the art purchaser would be considered a holder in due course is
best left to a Note dedicated to the Uniform Commercial Code, Article 2, § 317.
133 See generally Lucas, 505 U.S. 1003.
134 See discussion infra Part II.
135 17 U.S.C. §113 (2002).
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exists for the zoning ordinance and because the mural is removable
Sol can remove and protect the mural himself. As Sol's creation of
the mural was illegal, it is highly unlikely that courts would em-
pathize with him. Courts would not look favorably upon a claim
brought by John Sol against the local government's state action
when Sol's original action, the creation of the mural, was illegal.
VI. CONCLUSION
Only through art can we get outside of ourselves and know an-
other's View of the universe which is not the same as ours...
Thanks to art, Instead of seeing a single world, our own, we see it
multiply until we have before us as many worlds as there are origi-
nal artists.
-Marcel Proust 136
As evidenced by the issues discussed in this Note and relevant
case law, the Visual Artists Rights Act is a short, yet weighty fed-
eral statute. In enacting this legislation, Congress acknowledged
that in addition to economic rights afforded by the U.S. Constitu-
tion, codified as copyright law, an artist is imbued with personality
rights of attribution and integrity as well. An artist possesses these
personality rights in a work of visual art even if he/she no longer
has title to the work. The codification of these rights is extraordi-
nary. Courts' have been reluctant to grant expansive protection
under the Act and oftentimes artists look to copyright and property
law as additional foundations upon which to protect their works.137
Although the Act attempts to regulate evenhandedly, its re-
quirement of "recognized stature" when dealing with the destruc-
tion of works is becoming increasingly problematic for artists.
Congressional reports indicate that the Act attempted to do away
with reliance on subjective aesthetic judgements of art but to date,
the Act has not accomplished this goal. 138 The Act requires the
trier of fact to determine whether a work is truly of recognized stat-
ure by evaluating the testimonies of subjective witnesses. Thus, a
136 MARCEL PROUST, THE MAXIMS OF MARCEL PROUST 177 (Justin O'Brien
ed. & Trans. Columbia Univ. Press 1948).
137 Copyright cases concerning protection of visual work abound. Copyright
affords the artist to prevent duplication or mutilation of a work of art and inhibits
others from infringing upon those rights. See discussion infra Part II.
138 See discussion infra Part II for discussion of this terminology and its impli-
cation with VARA. For an exhaustive discussion on the "recognized stature" re-
quirement, see Robinson, supra note 11, at 1936.
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circular argument is posed because in attempting to avoid subjec-
tive judgments, the Act mandates such through the recognized stat-
ure requirement.
A review of relevant case law reveals that unlike the Carter
court's view of the "recognized stature" requirement as a mere
gate-keeping mechanism, the "recognized stature" requirement
poses a large hurdle for nontraditional artists to overcome. 139 Thus,
because John Sol's mural may be viewed as graffiti vandalism, Sol
must provide a breadth of evidence which establishes his work as a
work of visual art that is of recognized stature.
In discussing societal perceptions of graffiti as an art form, this
Note provides Sol with legal grounds upon which he could formu-
late his VARA claim. Sol can seek to invoke the protections of
VARA because he created his work was created in 1995, which is
after VARA's effective date. As delineated by VARA's definitions,
a mural is considered a piece of visual art and is therefore afforded
protection by the Act. 140 Sol's mural possesses recognized stature
because of community support and the opinions of art experts as to
its laudable nature. Under this limited factual predicate, the Visual
Artists Rights Act is applicable and would prevent the destruction
of Sol's mural.
However, the provision of VARA that requires property own-
ers to notify artists of the impending alteration or destruction of the
property to which the art work is attached can be the vital element
upon which the case will be decided. Sol would only have an ac-
tionable claim under VARA if the local government had not given
him notice of the impending destruction of the building and had
simply torn down the building and mural. Since the local govern-
139 See Sonia Tara Banerji, Recent Developments in Law and Policy Under the
Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 (cited in Robinson, supra note 11, fn. 174). See
also Martin v. City of Indianapolis and the Problem of Unwanted Art, 9 WINDSOR
REV. LEGAL SOC. ISSUES 99 (1999), n.66 (where in a telephone interview with
Scott Hodes, lead counsel for Jan Martin, he cited the "recognized stature" re-
quirement as the most challenging issue in the litigation of Martin's VARA claim).
See also Martin v. City of Indianapolis, 192 F.3d. 608, 612-14 (7 th Cir. 1999) for a
complete discussion on Martin's importance to artists bringing claims under the
Visual Artists Rights Act. To date, this is the only successful case (affording pro-
tection of a work under VARA) without any preservation assistance from state
law.
140 See 17 U.S.C §§ 101, 106A, for the definition and requirement of 'a work
of visual art'. See also art. 1 and art. 6bis of the Berne Convention, supra note 12,
which encompass all authored works as being covered by the convention.
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ment gave Sol notice of its plan to raze the building and because the
mural is removable, Sol is required by the Act to raise the funds to
remove the mural in order to prevent its destruction. If Sol chooses
not to do so, he will have no a claim under VARA because he re-
ceived notice and was given an opportunity to remove the work.' 4t
Thus, because of the prior notice by the local government and the
removability of the mural, Sol does not have a claim under the Vis-
ual Artists Rights Act of 1990.
While VARA arms artists with rights of personality, the limits
of the Act have yet to be tested. Because of VARA's specificity
and the courts' reluctance to afford protection, artists are hesitant
to bring claims under VARA. State law frequently provides greater
protection than VARA and in such instances the artwork is often
preserved. 42 It is necessary for the federal government to analyze
the shortcomings of the Visual Artists Rights Act in comparison
with the broader state preservation laws, in order to accomplish the
goal of preservation which the Act set out to meet.
The Visual Artists Rights Act is a vital piece of legislation for
the preservation of new and innovative art forms. By encompassing
more artistic forms, such as graffiti art, the Act can preserve more
artwork for future generations by providing a cross section of art
through which to observe our cultural heritage. VARA affords art-
ists and society the security that art will be protected from mutila-
tion and destruction. Although all graffiti would not qualify as art,
certainly some of it would. If a piece of graffiti was able to meet the
"recognized stature" requirement of VARA, it should be afforded
protection as a work of visual art. The courts' interpretation of
what qualifies as "recognized stature" has yet to be firmly rooted.
The upcoming Pollara litigation will afford the court to interpret
how stringent the "recognized stature" requirement is and what art
is capable of qualifying for it.143 It is time for the federal govern-
ment and the courts to reassess the provisions and present applica-
bility of the Visual Artists Rights Act and to amend the statute so
141 17 U.S.C. §113 (West. Supp. 2002).
142 See California cases discussed infra Part II.
143 See Pollara v. Seymour and Chase, 150 F. Supp. 2d 393 (N.D.N.Y. 2001).
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that is accomplishes its intended goals and objectives of art
preservation.144
Michelle Bougdanos
144 I would like to thank my mentor, Robert E. Goldberg, for all of his assis-
tance and advice during the editing phase of this note. I truly appreciate his
comments.
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